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In Greece, women speak of mothering as "within the nature" of a
woman. But this durable association of motherhood with femininity
exists in tension with the highest incidence of abortion and one of the
lowest fertility rates in Europe. In this setting, how do women think of
themselves as proper individuals, mothers, and Greek citizens? In this
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anthropological study of reproductive politics and ethics in Athens,
Greece, Heather Paxson tracks the effects of increasing consumerism
and imported biomedical family planning methods, showing how
women's "nature" is being transformed to meet crosscutting claims of
the contemporary world. Locating profound ambivalence in people's
ethical evaluations of gender and fertility control, Paxson offers a far-
reaching analysis of conflicting assumptions about what it takes to be a
good mother and a good woman in modern Greece, where assertions of
cultural tradition unfold against a backdrop of European Union
integration, economic struggle, and national demographic anxiety over
a falling birth rate.
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This book focuses on carbon nanotubes and graphene as
representatives of nano-carbon materials, and describes the growth of
new technology and applications of new devices. As new devices and as
new materials, nano-carbon materials are expected to be world
pioneers that could not have been realized with conventional
semiconductor materials, and as those that extend the limits of
conventional semiconductor performance. This book introduces the
latest achievements of nano-carbon devices, processes, and technology
growth. It is anticipated that these studies will also be pioneers in the
development of future research of nano-carbon devices and materials.
This book consists of 18 chapters. Chapters 1 to 8 describe new device
applications and new growth methods of graphene, and Chapters 9 to
18, those of carbon nanotubes. It is expected that by increasing the
advantages and overcoming the weak points of nanocarbon materials, a
new world that cannot be achieved with conventional materials will be
greatly expanded. We strongly hope this book contributes to its
development.
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